
I can only loveyou with kisses andpoppies, 
with garlands wet from the rain, 

looking at ashy horses and yellow dogs, 
I can only love you with waves at my back, 

between vague hits of sulfur and distracted waters, 
swimming against the graveyards that flow in certain rivers 

with wet grass growing over the sad plaster tombs, 
swimming by submerged hearts 

and pale registration lists of unburied children. 
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DIRECTORS' NOTE 

During the 1970s and 80s 30,000 people disappeared in Ar
gentina. They were called desaparecido (the disappeared). These 
people who ranged from radical liberals to the families and friends 
of people possibly involved in the radical movement, were taken 
from their homes and tortured before they were murdered. For 
the children growing up during this movement, a childhood was a 
lost luxury. The only way for these children to escape the horror of 
this war was to use their imaginations. This is the backdrop that we 
used as our inspiration when directing Nilo Cruz's magical realism 
play, Night Train to Bolina. 

Amidst the chaos in their daily lives Clara and Mateo have 
created a world together, a place where kites go to die. They play 
games infiltrated with the danger that surrounds them, but laced 
with the innocence of a child's mind. But they are on the precipice 
of adolescence and though they may not want to, they are begin
ning to experience all that that entails. 

In an interview on the process of collaboration, Stephen 
Flaherty - one half of the songwriting team of Ahrens and Flaherty 
- said that the process of collaboration "leads you to a place that 
you couldn't find on your own:' This could not have been truer for 
our production of Night Train to Bolina. This production would 
never have become what it has without many voices, many minds, 
and many hearts working to make it the best it can be. With a 
directing partner in the rehearsal room, we have had the courage 
to explore the text) teasing out meaning) relishing the poetry of 
Nilo Cruz's language, and nurturing this beautiful story to grow 
beyond its 38 pages into something much larger and more mean
ingful than anything either of us could have accomplished alone. 
Our wonderful design team and incredible company of actors has 
made our diaphanous wishes and dreams visible, giving us the 
ability to finally see what we had before us. 

Throughout Night Train to Bolina the line between reality 
and pretend is very nearly indistinguishable. Much of this play is 

meantto be ambiguous, so that the audience must join the children 
in using their imaginations. The actors playing Mateo, Clara and 
Tali ta are clearly not 10, 11 or 14 years old. But, it not only takes 
older actors to understand the emotional maturity of this piece, it 
also helps the audience to take this journey with five actors, and to 

find the imagination that leaves us all as we are faced with the harsh 
realities of the world. Through their games, Clara and Mateo are able 
to_ explore their world through the safety of play, molding, shaping, and 
rejecting reality as they see fit. Together, they create a place where kites 
go to die, a place that they could not find on their own. 
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